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D. SSD RAID 1 and 5 FastClass 1,5 and 6 default CPGs

Answer: A

QUESTION: 26
Your customer has an HP 3PAR StoreServ 7200 and requires additional high capacity
storage for an archiving project. The initial requirement is for 10TB. When installing
drives into the new LFF enclosure, which best practice must you adhere to?

A. Start at the bottom of a column and leave no empty slots between drives.
B. Populate all bays to ensure a balanced storage shelf.
C. Start in the top left bay and populate all disk bays from left to right.
D. Add disks in blocks of four disks at a time.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 27
A customer has three HP 3PAR StoreServ 10000 systems in different sites on their
metropolitan campus The FC-based SANs within the different sites consist of Bseries 8 Gbps switches with an active port-based zoning. Between the sites, there is a
10 Gbps Ethernet connection. Which remote copy configuration should you
recommend?

A. N-to-1 Configuration
B. Synchronous Long Distance Configuration
C. Unidirectional 1-to-1 Configuration
D. 1-to-N Configuration

Answer: D

QUESTION: 28
You are installing a two-node HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400. Which action is a best
practice that you should perform to ensure a successful installation?

A. Install terminators on the node interconnect cables.
B. Install two 1u blank panels immediately above the nodes.
C. Set the node IDs to 0 and 1.
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D. Set the cluster-mode switch to the two-node position.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 29
Which statements are true about the HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000? (Select two.)

A. Within a column, there can be empty slots between drives.
B. Columns of drives must be of the same drive type and rotational speed for HDDs.
C. Drives must be added in identical pairs.
D. The LFF enclosure cannot be mixed with the SFF enclosure on the same node pair,
E. All columns have to contain the same number of drives.

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 30
A customer has a department with sensitive data stored on an HP 3PAR StoreServ Tclass system. The customer wants to migrate all of the data to a new HP 3PAR
StoreServ 7400 and then repurpose the old system in a different department. The
customer is concerned about the possibility of sensitive data being disclosed. Which
action will remove the sensitive data?

A. Encrypt the system
B. Degauss the system.
C. Re-initialize the system with OOTB
D. Wipe the system chunklets with IITB.

Answer: C
Reference:
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/v2/GetPDF.aspx%2F4AA4-3999ENW.pdf(page
third paragraph)
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